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In College de France, Seminaire E.D.P. II, Nov. 1963-May 1964, Peetre 
has introduced the smooth distribution semi-group which is discussed here. 
This notion is redefined by introducing a functional space 7, which measures 
the regularity of such a distribution. This allows us to give a spectral charac- 
terization of such groups. We show that the iterated resolvent of the infinitesimal 
generator of a smooth distribution group satisfies the relation 
lI(A - AF’ Il.p,.r, < cq’ I A 1’ i Re A IY*, Re h f 0. 
The application of this notion is illustrated by the study of the Schriidinger equa- 
tion in LP(W). 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Banach space and Z(X) the algebra of linear bounded operators 
on X, equipped with the usual norm denoted I/ . Ilz(r) . In [6] Lions has in- 
troduced the notion of regular distribution group (R.D.G. in short) in order to 
study the following abstract Cauchy problem 
where A is an unbounded linear operator in X. (1) is a well-posed Cauchy 
problem in the distribution sense if its solution is given by 29 @ u,, , where Q 
is a R.D.G. i.e. 
9(+ * 4) = T+) a(#), v+,#Eg (2) 
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(9 z Corn(R)), and f or x E D(A”), 9 @ x verifies some regularity property at 
the origin. In [l] Chazarain characterized the well-posed Cauchy problems in 
the distribution sense by the spectral properties of the operator A. 
In [7] Peetre defined the smooth distribution group (S.D.G. in short) when 9 
has a more restrictive regular condition at the origin. Finally Yoshinaga [IO] 
gave it its spectral characterization. 
In this paper we redefine and specify the notion of S.D.G., by introducing 
a certain space f. This is the object of the sections II and III. 
At the end of the section III, the spectral characterization of a S.D.G. is given 
by proving that a distribution group is smooth if and only if there exist c > 0, 
and K E N such that 
II@ - 4-l Ilz(x) < c I h Ik I Re h 1+-l, for Re X # 0. (3) 
The section IV is devoted to study of the SchrGdinger equation 
au -- 
at iAu = 0, for tER, xER” 
~(0, x) = u,,(x) eL@(R”) 
(4) 
For u,, EL*(R~), the solution of (4) can be put in the following form 
u(t) = U(t)u, = 9-1(e-f~l~12~uo) (5) 
where U(t) is a group of unitary operators. (Here s designates the Fourier 
transformation and 9-l its inverse, likewise 4 is the Fourier transform off in R 
f(h) = S, e-i”tf(t) &.) 
For u, EU’(R~), p # 2 and 1 < p G co, a representation of the type (5) is 
impossible (see Hiirmander [3], Lanconelli [5]). In fact we show that the solution 
of (4) in L*(R*) is given by a S.D.G. 99 defined as follows 
%?9u = ~-YJ(I 4 12F09 4 E9-, 24 ELqP). (6) 
In order to prove the consistency of the above expression, we use a result 
on the Fourier multipliers which has been established by Sjastrand [8]. We also 
deduce that the order of the distribution 3 at the origin is it ) l/p - 4 I. 
Finally we use the result of the section TIT, to estimate the norm of the iterated 
resolvent of the Laplace operator in 9’(B’(Rn)). 
In the sequel, we use Kato’s [4] notation for unbounded linear operators, as 
well as the properties established in that work. 
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II. SPACE F 
We designate by 9, the Schwartz space Y equipped with the following 
system of semi-norms 
and by 7 the completion of 9. We have evidently 
9”9-~GlG,40 
where G denotes a continuous injection with dense image. 
Remark II. 1. The semi-norms p, are equivalent to semi-norms qk defined by 
and furthermore for any 4 E 9 we have the following inequality 
j! 
!?kH G n 4kc+), for jGk (7) 
The interest of the space F lies in the following remarkable and evident 
property. 
LEMMA 11.2. For uny C$ E 9, s > 0, put 
&(t) = s-l$b(s-9). 
Then for any integer k > 0, qk($J is independent of s. 
PROPOSITION 11.3. For any X E C, Re h > 0, the function Y(t)e-*t belong to r. 
(Y(t) is the Heuwiside function) 
Proof. Let a(t) be a Cm-function, vanishing for t G 0, and equal to 1 for 
t > 1. Now, for any s > 0, the function sor,(t)e-“l belong to Y, and we have 
qktl sdt) - Y(t)1 e-*? < s fl Cke II ~k-eY(t)e-A* llLm ndd 
+ 11 tWY(t) e-A*(l - a(slt))\lLl. 
As s -+ 0 Lebesgue’s theorem ensures the convergence of the last term to 
zero, and by virtue of the preceding lemma the whole expression of the right 
side goes to zero. 
409/70/I-S 
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PROPOSITION II.4. 7 is stable under convolution. 
Proof. The injection Y GL1, allows us to define the convolution of two 
elements of 9. Furthermore the identity 
establishes the existence of the constants CY~,~’  such that 
which leads to 
III. SMOOTH DISTRIBUTION GROUP 
DEFINITION 111.1. Let X be a Banach space and ‘9 E 9(9,9(X)), ‘3 is a 
S.D.G. if 
(i) g(+ * $> = 9614 0 g(#>, for ~$9 E 3. 
(ii) There exists a dense subspace D in X, such that for any x E D, 3 @ x 
is a continuous distribution function, equal to x at the origin. 
In the following proposition we study certain properties of such a distribution 
group. 
PROPOSITION 111.2. Let C$ E F be such that Sk+(t) dt = 1. The fumdy of 
operators S(+J, converges in norm to I, the identity of Z(X), when s -+ 0. 
Proof. First remark that from the continuity of Q on Y there results two 
constants K E N and c > 0 such that 
Hence by virtue of Lemma 11.1, we claim the equicontinuity of ‘??((bJ. 
Furthermore if for any x E D, f (x, .) designates the function 9 @ x, then 
~(4s)~ = s-l S,rh 4 +(W dt = j-.f (x, st) 4(t) dt 
which according to Lebesgue’s theorem converges to x = f(x, 0), as s --f 0. 
The proof of the proposition follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
From this proposition we deduce (see also [7], or [IO]): 
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PROPOSITION 111.3. If 99 is a S.D.G., then 
(a) J+” = 0 Ker 9($) = (0) 
se9 
(b) $2 = u Im B(4) is eeterywhere dense. 
x09 
In order to define the infinitesimal generator of a S.D.G. 9, we extend it on 
b’, the space of distributions with compact support. This is the object of the 
following definition 
DEFINITION 111.4. For any T E &“, B(T) is an unbounded operator defined by 
(i) The domain D(Q(T)) is th e set of elements x E X such that B($, * T)x 
converges in X, when s + 0, for some function + E 9 verifying JR +(t) dt = 1. 
(ii) For any x E D(g(T)), S’(T)x = lim,,, 9($s * T)x. 
Remark 111.5. For x E D(9(T)), g(T) x is independent of the function 4 
used in its definition. In fact, if 4 and 1c( are two elements of 9 such that 
S($s * T)x + y and 9(#, * T)x -+ z, then for any u E 9 we have 
%(ci)y = lj% S(a *& * T)x = liz B($,) S(, * T)x 
= S(a * T)x. 
Similarly %(a)~ = S(LY * T)x. Thus from 111.3(b) we deduce y = z. 
PROPOSITION 111.6. D(S(T)) is dense in X and B(T) is closable. 
Proof. Noting that A%’ C D(g(T)), the density results from 111.3(a). Now, 
assume that x, is a sequence in X which converges to zero, and 9( T)x,, + y E X. 
Then for any 4 E 9 
Thus, from 111.3(a), we have y = 0. 
Let us use the notation 9(T) to designate also the closure of the operator 
Y(T) in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 111.7. A = 9’(---6’) is the infinitesimal generator of 9 
The two following theorems characterize the generator of the S.D.G.s. 
THEOREM 111.8. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a S.D.G. 9. Then for 
any X belonging to the resolvent set, we have 
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(i) (h _ A)-1 = g(y(t) e-At)’ 
I 
Reh>O 
%(Y(-t) e--At), Reh < 0. 
(ii) There exist a constant c and an integer k such that, for any integer 
q > 1, one has 
//(A - A)--9 IIz(x) < cq” / h Ik / Re h I--k--9. (8) 
Proof. It suffices to show the above for Re A > 0. The proposition II.3 
ensures the existence and the continuity of the operator g( Y(t) e-At), thus the 
identity (i) follows from 
(A - A) 9( Y(t) e+) 9(+) = B((h + 8’) * Y(t) e-At * 4) = B(+) 
(see also [6]). 
Similary, by virtue of 11.4, for any q E N, we have 
(A - A)-q = %((Y(t) e-At)*q) = S(((q - l)!)-l Y(t) t”-le-+). 
From the continuity on F2 on F there results the existence of two constants 
k E N and c’ > 0 such that 
ll(A - A)-q IIppcx) < c’qb(((q - l)!)-l Y(t) FleWAt) 
,< c’ f Cke ( h lkWc((q - G - l)!)-l 11 Y(t) tq+“-“le-At /Ia 
e=o 
< c’(2q)” ( h Ik 1 Re h jek--9 
where m = min{k, q - I}. 
THEOREM 111.9. Let A be a densely dejned closed linear operator on a Banach 
space X. If the spectrum of A lies on the imaginary axis, and if its resolvent verz$ies 
the inequality 
ll(h - 4-l IIPPc~~ < C I Re h Y-l I h lk (9) 
where C is a positive constant independent of X, th.en A is the injinitesimal generator 
of a S.D.G. 
Proof. We will construct a distribution group Y E .GY(R: P(X)), using a 
Dunford integral. Then we will prove the smoothness by establishing its 
continuity for F’s topology. The final step will then be to prove that A is the 
generator. 
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Consider #J E 53 and let 6 be its Laplace transform 
&A) = jR eAt#(t) dt for X EC, 
Put 
where I’(E) is the union of two oriented lines: Re h = E oriented in the direction 
of increasing Im A, and Re X = --E oriented in the direction of decreasing 
Im A. 
$@)(A - A)-l b eing a holomorphic function in @ - iIw, the asymptotic 
behavior of $(A) at infinity and inequality (9) implies that the integral is normaly 
convergent in 2’(X) independently of E > 0. 
Using the resolvent identity and by means of computation similar to those 
effectuated by Yoshinaga [lo], one establishes easily the identity 
9 is hence a distribution group. 
Extend ‘3 to F-, for this we have 
a(+) = & .,, ) &)(A - A)-l dh = & I,, c$(~+~)(X) X-k-2(X - A)-’ dh. 
6 
The inequality (9) then ensures the absolute convergence of the above double 
integral. 
Interverting the order of integration, one obtains 
9(+) = jR#k+2)(t) (& jr, ) X-k-2eAt(X - A)-l dA) dt 
= 
f L% 
tk+2p+yt) (kc jr,,,, A-k-%+(t-‘A - /4-9-l dA) dt 
A-k-?+(t-9 - A)-1 is a holomorphic function in A, we can therefore write r(l) 
instead of I’(k) and obtain the majoration 
II qmw = jR Itk+2+‘k+2’(t)l 
x (&- Jr,,, e I h I-k-2 Il(t-lx - A)-lll~~) I t 1-l d I h I) dt. 
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The relation (9) implies that the term inside the bracket is majorated by a 
constant I?’ > 0, independently of t. Thus 
Let us finally establish the property IILl( For x E D(P) the resolvent 
identity yields 
(A - 4-h = (g kc4”L) + A-“-2Ak+yh - /q-lx. 
The double integral defining g(4) x is calculated by integrating first on the 
variable A, which then defines a continuous distribution function. 
In order to conclude that 9(--S’) = A it suffices to note that on D(P) the 
generator of 9 coincides with A. 
IV. SCHR~DINGER EQUATION IN Lp(W) 
Consider the equation 
g (x, t) - 2224(x, t) = 0, XER”, tER 
u(x, 0) = %I(4 
WY 
For u0 E sP(R”), the solution of (10) is given by the linear group operator 
U(t) as follows 
24(x, t) = U(t)u, = ~-y-~w9-z40) (11) 
In [3] Hijrmander proves that for p # 2, U(t) is not continuous in LP(iR”). 
Thus the problem is ill-posed in the space of continuous functions from R in 
5?(P(R”)) with strong topology. In [2] it is showed that (10) is a well-posed 
problem in QJ’(R; Z(JY(UP)). 
Here we will prove that the solution of (10) can be represented by a S.D.G. 
and deduce an estimation for ll(A - ;A)-* IIP~LP) . 
To do this, we need to mention the classical notation on the theory of Fourier 
multipliers. 
Let @FP) denotes the class of functions which have Fourier transforms in 
58(R@). We say that u(t) is a Fourier multiplier onLP(lP), or that a E M, if 
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LEMMA IV.1 (S. Sjijstrand [8]). For 1 < p < CO and t E R, if 
%,k(S) = kt-k s 
ot (t _ S)k-le-W2 ds 
then we have 
(i) For 
69 
at.k E M, . 
tii> 11 %k h%fs is in&pendt?nt of t. 
Now, let us define the vector valued distribution as 
9(+)u = 9-l ( [jR e-itl~iP$(t) dt] Fu(E)) = F--l($(j 5 1”) Pu) 
THEOREM IV.2. ‘3 defined as above is a S.D.G. valued in 9(D’(UP)). Its 
infinitesimal generator is id with the domain W@(W). 
Proof. Integrating by part we can express S(#)U in the following manner: 
for any 4 E 9 and u E Y(W) 
9(&u = t-l)” F-1 
k! i[s w tk#“)(t> at.k(5) dt] Fu) 
(-1)” = - Iw tk+‘k’(t) S--‘(U~,~([) Fu(e)) dt 
k! s 
From the lemma IV. 1, we deduce that for k > n 1 (1 /p) - $ ( 
I tk+‘“‘W II g-1(at,k(6) ~45>>li,p,an, dt 
which shows that we can extend r%l as a linear continuous mapping of 9 in 
.3’(P(lFP)). Furthermore we have the distribution group law, namely 
9($ * #)u = -((+%)(I t I”) 94 = ~-‘(+(I E I”> &I 5 I”> 94 
= @--‘(&I 5 I”) =f-(($(l E I”) Tu) 
= %) mu 
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For any u E Sp(llP) 
where U(t) is defined by (11). Since Y(W) is dense in.P(!lP), the above shows 
that g(+) is a distribution function on Y(W). 
Finally, since for u E Y(W) 
S(--S’)u = s-yi 1 c$ (2 (gu)g)). 
This proves that the restriction of 9(-S’) to 5“(W) is the operator id, whose 
closure is the operator with domain Ws~(llP). 
This theorem together with the results of the section III readily gives the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM IV.3. @ - ilR is contained in the resolvent set of the operator id in 
Lp(R^) with domain W2.p(lRn). Moreover, for any integer k 2 n I( l/p) - 4 ! there 
exists a constant c > 0 such that for any integer q 2 1, we have 
To have the complet information about the resolvent set, we also give the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION IV.4. If p is a positive real number, then ip belongs to the resolvent 
set of iA in LP(Rn). 
Proof. The proof is a direct application of a well-known result about Fourier 
multipliers (see [9, Chap. IV, Sect. 3.21, and note that (p + 1 6 1”)” satisfies 
Theorem 3.). 
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